
Self-Described “Traditional Catholic”
(SDTC) believes a problem exists
with the celebration of the Mass

at their parish.

The SDTC studies the GIRM, RS,
the EWTN Q&A Section, the Catholic
Answers’ Internet forum and maybe
www.fisheaters.com.  THEY then

become of the arbiters of what is right,
what is wrong and what is “better.”

Convinced a “liturgical abuse(s)” exists
the SDTC confronts their pastor or

sends an overly direct letter or e-mail
demanding the end of the “abuse(s.)”

 Their pastor explains that no
“abuse(s)” are taking place and what

they are experiencing are the choice of
legitimate options or in some cases
minor, inconsequential irregularities

which will be dealt with in due course.

 Upset with the response from their
pastor the SDTC begins pleading

their case via both  the EWTN Q&A
Section and the Catholic Answers

Internet Forum.

 Only feedback that matches their pre-
conceived notions of what is an

“abuse(s)” is listened to.  The SDTC
joins in the verbal attack of those
(“liberals” or “modernists”) who do

not share their personal views.

Fueled by often questionable advice
from the above sources the SDTC

sends a letter to their bishop
demanding the “abuse(s)” end.

Their bishop responds in a manner
similar to their pastor (who is copied on

their own letter and the bishop’s
response.)  This triggers more bitter

on-line and after-Mass debates.

SDTC often reacts by joining an angry,
tiny and xenophobic “TLM parish” or
worse, some schismatic institution
claiming to be part of the Catholic

Church when in fact it is not.

Youtube videos of of a “clown Mass”, a
“polka Mass” and a “guitar Mass” plus
a photo of ABp. Tim Dolan wearing a

“cheese hat” are offered as evidence of
the evil doings of “liberals/modernists.”

“Organic” comments begin.

  Someone is bound to suggest they
ask an “expert” like Fr. Z, Fr. Edward

McNamara or maybe Colin Donovan of
EWTN.  Someone else will suggest the

“TLM” or the SSPX as some sort of
magical solution to all their problems.

Offers their own personal
interpretations of Church documents.
Makes a point of mentioning problems
they see with the “non-organic” nature

of the “Novus Ordo (NO) Mass.”

  Someone is sure to mention sending
letters to the Papal Nuncio, the

Congregation for Divine Worship and
the Discipline of the Sacraments, the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith or by golly the Pontiff himself!

The Fundamentalist (Self-Described “Traditional Catholic”) Catholic Flowchart

Tacitly ignores their pastor’s requests
of prayers for the parish and a more

sympathetic view towards their
local shepherd.

They can never seem to explain why
they hold such strong personal views

used to condemn others that either run
contrary to the Church or are about

matters not addressed by the Church.

In the process they continue to provide
practical examples why their brand of
“Traditionalism” in no way equates to

orthodox Catholicism.

Shows why this sort of “Traditionalism”
is nothing more than bigoted
fundamentalism. Gives actual

conservatism a bad name.  This is not
something that will ever gain a great

deal of traction in the Church.
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Ranted inputs on preferences for
communion-on-tongue, doilies-on-

head, a return of the maniple, hatred
for the Charismatic Renewal and

the horrors of “liberalism” and
“modernism” permeate the discussion.

Pernicious and
recursive loop that

dominates their
spiritual lives

Has SDTC
Truly “Had It?”

Bitterly flees to
Protestantism or

abandons the
Christian faith

altogether.
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 The moniker “progressive” enters the
SDTC lexicon.  They begin to use the
term to demean those who don’t share

their rather twisted ideology.

 Goes off on tortured diatribes about
the evils of liturgical dance, holding

hands during the Lord’s Prayer and the
laity’s use of the Orans if asked to

prove their assertions about OTHER
matters.  Will not stick to subject.


